NEW HORIZONS – St. Anne’s
The Friendly Meeting Place For The Free-Thinker
Venue: The Community Centre (next to the YMCA), St. Alban’s Road, St. Anne’s. FY8 1UZ
Open 7:30 for 8 pm start • Free Parking • Buses 11 & 68 stop outside • Entrance £3 incl. refreshments

HIDDEN NEWS n COMPLEMENTARY HEALTH n THE PARANORMAL n ETC

JANUARY 2018 PROGRAMME
n MONDAY 22nd JANUARY 2017
Children Of The Forest
Tony Wright asks, Are we the lost children of the forest?

Tonight, Tony will be exploring the connection between the accelerating expansion, sudden stall and subsequent shrinkage
of our brain, our unusual juvenile traits and our ancestral symbiotic relationship with the reproductive organs of plants.
Did the breakdown of our unique symbiotic relationship with fruit, and the impact it had on our brain, result in the mythos
of a lost golden age of innocence? A fall from grace and the emergence of an increasingly delusional and dysfunctional state
of mind is a theme that permeates the spiritual and religious traditions.
If our collective self destructive behaviour is simply the result of a detrimental change in our neural system that has caused
our brain to overly mature, then restoring that lost state of innocence may be the only option we have to avoid our rapid
descent into further insanity.
While a student at Edinburgh Botanic Gardens and preparing a short dissertation entitled ‘The Genetic Manipulation of
Plants’, the subconscious seeds of a revolutionary new theory were sown in Tony Wright’s mind.
Over the next 20 years a mixture of scientific curiosity and radical self-experimentation resulted in the development of a
simple idea that explains the emergence of increasingly anomalous traits in human evolution. From the rapid and accelerating
expansion of our large brain to the mysteries of our mind and the origins of spiritual practice, Tony has developed a new
context in which we may understand who we are and has provided a framework for the reunification of the academic and
spiritual science of consciousness.

n MONDAY 29th JANUARY 2017
Forged By The Gods
In this talk, Frank Willis will give a brief history of metallurgy, its importance to the human race and how
ancients revered the metal worker to the importance and spirituality of the peoples.

Frank will also talk about out-of-time metal objects. Or are they a cover-up of an alternative past?
Frank served an apprenticeship and became a journeyman patternmaker in the foundry industry which started his interest
in metallurgy, especially edged weapons.
Why metals? But why the sheer revenance (i.e. returning as a spirit after death) of gold? Does metal have a soul?
This is Frank’s own journey, research and views.

Web Site: www.NewHorizonsStAnnes.com

